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The most common types of statistical distribution 
involve variables.-c_ which are regarded as the resultant, or 
integral, of elementary variables or increments either discrete, 
as L-C , or in the shape of infinitesimal differentials ,*. The 
elementary variables have their own separate laws of distribution, 
and the distribution of the resultant variable -4- depends on the 
nature of these laws. For example, if the elementary increments 
are uncorrelated, and if the probability of non -zero increments 
is not of too small an order, then the normal frequency function 
r--- /17kX V)(4 
can be derived under very wide hypotheses, as the frequency 
function of the resultant variable DC, while if the increments 
are discrete and finite in number, a closer approximation is given 
by the function called by Charlier "Type A ", consisting of the 
normal function 90(x) supplemented by corrective terms involving 
its third and higher derivatives. 
If the probability of non -zero increments ¿1.X. is of 
smaller order than in the above case, more precisely of order //4/ 
where /r is the number of increments, the appropriate frequency 
function of x proves to be the Skew function of Poisson, 
p - 4 C a,c =4 i41C) 
a closer approximation being the Charlier series of "Type B" which 
consists of the Poisson function yp) supplemented by terms 
ii. 
involving the¡ second and higher "receding" finite differences (i.e. 
defined by f 00 - "(X -/) ) of t`/4=) 
Sufficient mathematical conditions for the derivation 
of Types A and B have occupied. the attention of recent investigators 
(9; 4)1); but it is not easy in practical work to verify that these 
conditions have been present. 
In what follows we shall attempt to develop the theory 
of the Poisson function and the function of Type B, in the direction 
of extending them to the case of two or more correlated variables. 
We shall find that the Poisson function is not so amenable to such 
extension as the normal frequency function. For example, the 
normal frequency distribution of several linearly correlated 
variables simply involves the exponential of a negative quadratic 
form, which in the non -correlated case is a sum of squares, and 
free of product terms; but in the Poisson case we could find no 
such simple explicit form for the multiple Poisson function of 
correlated variables. There is however, an alternative form for 
the normal correlation function for two variables, 
X 
¢ J 
,!rxyil'i/ r' _1',5 . 




where /464 stands for the familiar orthogonal polynomials of 




correlation function, and shall develop an analogous form in the 
Poisson case. The parallelism between this and the normal case 
will be emphasized by the existence of orthogonal polynomials 
with properties resembling those of the Hermite polynomials. 
The introduction in § 5 of factorial moments and the 
factorial moment generating function will lead in subsequent para- 
graphs to results and properties for frequencies of Type B, that 
show remarkable analogies to those discussed earlier in Chapter I 
for frequencies of Type A. 
Of particular interest in Chapter II is the relation 
( §8) found to exist for the distances between the mean, median and 
mode of the Poisson distribution. 
In the last section an account will be given of an 
experiment undertaken to verify the theoretical formulae of double 
Poisson correlation. We were unable to find any statistical 
records of correlation of two variables each obeying a Poisson 
law of distribution, and therefore had to devise the artificial 
experiment with marbles described. 
5, 6, 10, 11, 12 and 15 are from a paper that has 
been submitted for publication in the Proceedings of the Edinburgh 
Mathematical Society. 
Finally I desire to express my very deep indebtedness to 
Dr.A.C.Aitken of the Mathematical Department, Edinburgh, for his 
continued encouragement and guidance. 
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CHAPTER I. 
MOMENT GENERATING FUNCTIONS AND FACTORIAL MOMENT 
GENERATING FUNCTIONS. 
§l. GENERATING FUNCTIONS. 
In the study of frequency distributions and the dis- 
tributions of the derived parameters, a very powerful method of 
attack introduced by Laplace is to be found in the employment of 
generating functions. If cJ () is a function of X, then 
/C(t) _ Pg) rX , or F(k) 
Xod ä,b 
according as .7C varies discontinuously or continuously, is defined 
as the generating function of 90A9. In most of the cases that 
will be considered here will represent a frequency, so that 
iro 
or Ir c l'Ax712L0 is unity. 
If the generating function is multiplied by t` or 
where hi is a constant, the effect is to reduce or to increase all 
the indices of t- in the generating function, by 7/, i.e. to advance 
or put back the origin of measurement. 
Further, if t is replaced by C. , the result is to 
change the unit of measurement, such that S, units in the new 
scale are equivalent to S units in the old. 
As examples of such generating functions there are the 
following: - 
n 
(i) (pr. tyr) where p1i =/ . This is the generating 
2. 
function of the relative frequencies of h , t?-1 , rJ-. , 
occurrences of a character A in samples of h , drawn from an infinite 
population consisting of A and not -A in the proportion ,04/ It 
is also the generating function of samples of /7 from a finite but 
similar population when there are replacements after each selection. 
This can be extended to the case of sampling from a 
population consisting of several characters which are in the pro- 
portion p, : jJ ' p3 , where p, i-,t /-/ i- -_/) 
when the generating function of the frequencies in samples of k 
is giv an by 
tpA 7L/,3 t3t % 
By the introduction of the variables t we are able to keep account 
of the number of appearances of any particular character. 
(ii) An example of a generating function which is of interest 
in pure mathematics as well as in statistics, is 
-let-/%.1C 
C 
which is the generating function of the Hermite polynomial, or 
Mat beihy 
parabolic cylinder function, of orders`, defined by 
S 1-24.0/ S -,ß,y2 ) sx) - O E / 
_>c S_ s stf) Xs- t s(s-!2t-426-.4.) X s-4 
./! .e. 
,Z! 
2. MOMENT GENERATING FUNCTIONS. 








- cik) t oC 2 ° f°) t ?r? qf?'¡ f- 
where the coefficient of cCr /r! is ... ArP0), i.e. the r t4 moment 
of the function 9e.). The expression on the right hand side of 
(2.1) is called the moment generating function of 54) . Hence 
it is seen that the moment generating function of 9Pk> is obtained 
simply from the generating function of by replacing tin the 
latter by 
aC 
ice- ` It should be noted that the 
k 
moment is the 
coefficient of oer/i'! ,not just of fir, in the moment generating 
function. 
From what was stated in 1 it is clear that to change 
the origin of measurement forwards or backwards by an amountrn is rx m 
to multiply the moment generating function by 6, or , and 
to change the scale of measurement in the ratio., is to replace 
go( by S,ol,. 
Thus the moment generating function of the binomial 
distribution given above is 
(pa0q/)fr) 
or (/ f- loo( f- A2 0 i f- ° _. 
)fl, 
whence we have at once that the mean 1.9 19, and farther moments of 
the distribution can be obtained by picking out the coefficient of 
the required power of c(. If now, the moments of the distribution 
are desired referred to the mean as origin, the required moment 
generating function is 
4. 
6 ( p£w114 
n 
9a ph o r ¡P 6 "&-09 
therefore the variance, or squared standard deviation is h or , and 
the third moment y (q/ p9 
The following are further examples of moment generating 
functions: - 
(i) L : which is the moment generating function of 
94;1= 2, the Gaussian normal function; ar 
x2t5 g2t-t 3 
(ii) 6. : the moment generating function of 
i 
(xz ,frXy,z,AC ,) 
ç/ (r1 Y) - ß_r2 P , the normal 
correlation function in two variables. These expressions are 
obtained as the limiting cases, as 4/00e2, of the moment generating 
function of samples of /V drawn from Bernoullian or Poisson popula- 
tions involving for (i) one character) and for (ii) two correlated 
characters. They also arise under more general conditions when 
the independent variables are considered to be compounded from a 
large number of elementary increments. 
The moment generating function having thus been found, 
the frequency function is obtained by solving the integral equation 
arising from equating the two forms of the moment generating 




`4' ('(?) E akX 
ò 
an integral equation for the function ct4, the solution of which 
5. 
gives the normal function. The normal correlation function in P7 
variables can be similarly obtained as the solution of an integral 
equation (7). 
3. EXPANSION OF THE CHARLIER TYPE A FUNCTION IN A SERIES OF 
HERMITE POLYNOMIALS. 
0p 
It can be shown (1) that if TT)is the moment generating 








)'z (Ar"- nla 1 ; CxI 
A 
,, c - 
°° / /t Cxi gh (x) aoe; 
and further, if kpo is such that one of the derivatives of 
(x) e has total limited fluctuation, then T(X) can be 
expressed as an absolutely and uniformly convergent series of 
Hermite polynomials of the form, 
h =o obeli ( 
- . C-- ,, . (xI . 
h-° .? 77- 
where the coefficient /7"? is that given above. 
The moment generating function of the Charlier Type A 
/-61e) 
6. 
function, say, the generalized form of the normal function, 
is 
14/Y e /f 9scY34- q¢GY4t 
in which the a,°S are parameters and are of descending order in N, 
where N is the number of elementary increments considered as con- 
tributing to any value X. of the independent variable of the dis- 
tribution. The normal function is obtained as the limiting case 
of this when terms of order /0V and higher are neglected. When 
we retain these higher terms and apply the theorem given above we 
obtain the familiar Charlier Type A expansion (8), 
--/-(x) _ Pa t 93 d 3`x f- g4 c4 d-x 4 
where x) _ / .E X and = - (-)N 
( la 77- /" ` h i . 7-9ePin coe. 
An interesting discussion of this expansion regarded as an 
asymptotic series will be found in H.Cramer's;femoir (9). 
The coefficient ( ?-t7 can be obtained from the last ex- 
pression in terms of the moments of the frequency function 7L , 
by writing out Hh lx) explicitly in terms of)(, whence 
19 
A, /r gy ' . m -A f ¡ -g 
where . ,firms" ,, The particular form of the Type 
A function, with the coefficientsa4m and (,ßi2 missing, arises through 
the mean of the distribution being taken as origin and the inde- 
pendent variable being expressed in terms of the standard devia- 
tion as unit, i.e., the variables are 'normalized'. The values 
of the first two coefficients are thus: 
and 
3A) 
as II', -2°' 





These relations between the Clips and ß"S are required when a curve 
of-ripe A is being fitted to given date. 
The mistake is frequently made in applying the Type A 
formula, of fitting the given data as far as the term in '74,A. 
Strictly, if one wishes to take in the term in that in Q4 
should be included as well. This is due to the fact that the 4 ;s 
do not decrease regularly in order with respect to/Y, but in 
groups of the form :4, Q- and , t4, a7, and Qi9 , and so on. (10) . 
4. THE NORMAL CORRELATION FUNCTION AS A POWER SERIES IN I. 
Consideration of the moment generating function of the 
normal correlation function in two variables leads to an elegant 
method of expressing this frequency function as a power series 
in r, the correlation coefficient. (11.p.224). This result depends 
on a theorem (1. VII.) on generating functions that, if F') is 
the moment generating function of 90(4) then p(SF) is the 
moment generating function of 
(_ t: :)SGif) . This result is 
also true for moment generating functions involving several 
variables, the total derivatives then being replaced by partial 
8. 
derivatives. 
The moment generating function of two normally correlated 
AI '1'4 f` a -/- rai e 
variables is E 1 and that of two normal and 
AQltA g2 
uncorrelated variables e Hence applying the result 
stated above, since by that 0( is equivalent to the operation and 
(- 






:2' C Z yJ 
= 
_ C 
J fh;xllf, (9)- r 060)/40)117" ; - ) 
.9?71, 
is the normal correlation function in two variables. 
This expansion is used in obtaining the moments of any section of 
the normal correlation surface. 
The above result can be extended at once to the normal 
correlation function in h variables (6.p.21),when we shall have 
n D 
2: r (- 7- 
(x, )4, ,"/1 
-, x,x) 
where Cf 
( )4'26, xh% )`%/ 
C I 
R-I C.ï, X,, being the reciprocal quadratic form of the quadratic 
form ROOM) - Z s xsxt , whose determinant is denoted by A. 
9. 
$5. FACTORIAL MOMENTS AND FACTORIAL MOMENT GENERATING FUNCTIONS. 
When a given frequency distribution is to be graduated 
it is customary, as we did in 3, to express the parameters of the 
fitted curve in terms of the moments of the frequency distribution. 
The i 
. 
moment of the distribution in which the relative frequency 
of a measure aG is ?ter) , or in the case of a continuous variable, 
is given by the differential of frequency 094t3e , is defined in 
the respective cases by 
Xr 0') 2 or by Jx'cpcì 4/, 
the summation or integration being taken over the range of possible 
values ofJC. From now on we shall employ another kind of moment, 
the factorial moment, which has been considered by several writers 
(ll.p.20; 12; 13. 6), and which is specially suited to the case 
in which the frequencies of the distribution are given for discrete, 
equidistant values of the variable. The 
®°t factorial moment, for 
the case whereX, measured from some arbitrary origin, can increase 
by increments h, .?h, , will be defined to be 
X639 -h,À - h) - Li( - 
where the summation extends over all possible values of)L, and will 
be denoted by rri(r) . By a suitable choice of scale the increments 
of X may be taken as equal to unity in any given case. 
If Ftp) is the frequency generating function of a distri- 
bution, that is ) _ zcfrtxJ t-x, 
(since we are concerned now only with discontinuous distributions) 
the factorial moment generating function (referred to afterwards 
10. 
as the factorial m.g.f.) is obtained by the substitution " 
For, making this substitution in the above equation,we have 
5- cÇri t «IXcieCt) /-1722-40-99°P#974 
where the coefficient of -'/P is m(rJ ; that is, we have the 
factorial m.g.f. for 9- . . 
Evidently the factorial m.g.f. of a sum, or of a linear 
combination of two or more frequency functions is the same sum or 
linear combination of the factorial m.g.f.'s of the several 
frequency functions. 
If we denote by l4/ the factorial m.g.f. of fix) 
where /&Y) ' O for JG<& , then we have the result that 
frq) c-00,, 04), 
where ì (X) f(x) - 4(.)(-lß , that is the 'receding) difference 
of -((A) . This follows at once since 
(4-1,e_,i ) - t.Y) (X f - tfÌh4-h(f-,X __ 
= / -C h04-d) 7LOpooz- 7`- C 071 4" C-$J 
_ (-oC)h 
Supposing then that we have obtained the factorial 
m.g.f, of some frequency distribution as the sum of terms such 
as co( /p&() and that we know y* to be the factorial m.g.f. 
of a certain frequency function 0) , we may infer from the 
above that the frequency function in question is the sum of terms 
11. 
r,-b 
like (-.) ` Lx) 
If /010) is a function of two variables :r and y , 
and /9,0) has the frequency generating function X ÿ X,W t a 
by substituting for ti and /t-G for ti- we shall obtain what may 
be called a double factorial m.g.f., in which the coefficient of 
arvy/'!S! , denoted by r(s) - a double factorial moment - 
will have the form 
y xlx-.J-- rf)5(y > - '(y s7-) /ty-y ( Xy 
In a later paragraph it will be shown that the factorial 
moments of a given distribution can be obtained by a simple method 
of successive summation. 
12. 
CHAPTER II. 
THE POISSON EXPONENTIAL FUNCTION. 
46. THE POISSON LIMIT OF A BINOMIAL. 
This limit function was first given by Poisson in his 
" Recherches sur la Probajpeilité des Jugements" and was derived 
to fit the cases where the normal probability function failed to 
give a close approximation. The assumption made is) that if we 
consider samples of /V drawn from a Berncullian population where 
the probability of a success is pi , then pi is of such an order 
that Np, remains finite for large if 
The frequency generating function of such samples is 
( 
P01-p,1;-) , where no t/, =/ , and so it may be written 
f/f ,b Cr-0,11 Let hip, = c, , where t- remains finite as 
/Y---)/70. Then the frequency generating function can be written 
L/ f g(t-/JN which in the limit, as 4"->° , takes the form 
The coefficient of in this, that is, the relative 
frequency of a value.X of the independent variable, is 4?-tet/X( 
which is Poisson's limit function. 
This limit can also be derived by considering the limit- 
ing form of samples fror a population in which the probability of 
success varies from trial to trial within the sample,but remains 
constant from sample to sample; the assumption becomes now that 
pr , where Pr is the probability of success at any one trial, 
rei 
remains finite as /Y , the number in sample, becomes large. Later 
13. 
this limit function will be obtained under more general considera- 
tions. 
The factorial m.g.f. of this distribution takes the very 
Qat 
simple form _ , so that the successive factorial moments form a 
geometric progression in 2', the first factorial moment, or mean, 
of the distribution. That the second factorial moment is the square 
of the first, can be used as a criterion of the suitability of 
fitting any distribution by the Poisson function. 
The moment generating function will be 
ct,(00- o(2,4!í `.) 
or e , whence if we refer the distribution 
to its mean as origin we see that the squared standard deviation, 
usually denoted by "'°, is ¿V, that is, equal to the mean of the 
distribution, as is also the third moment. It also follows at 
once that the semi- invariants (14) of the d i1tribution are all 
equal to. 
F. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE. 
The following data were obtained by an experiment 
approximating to the conditions for the Poisson function. Two 
hundred marbles were taken, of which five were distinguished from 
the remainder in colour. These were thoroughly mixed in a bag and 
poured out into grooves on a board capable of containing rows of 
twenty marbles each. The number of specially coloured marbles in 
each row was noted. This was repeated twenty times giving in all 
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4- / i / / 
14. 
The data are in column (2). Column (3) is obtained from 
(2) by successive summation from the bottom. The total is clearly 
/1/=.2-/C47. Column (4) is obtained from (3) similarly, but the 
process is stopped one line below the top figure in the previous 
column. This gives X)Y,CxJ , that is, 11//)1(9 Column (5) is 
obtained in the same way, but the process is stopped one line lower 
than the top of the previous column. This gives X0-)44/4! 
that is //)7(,v/V... The procedure is quite general, and so 
factorial moments of higher orders can be obtained in the form 
lV m (r) / r! 
Thus here we have, 
17.7 
(Z/ ,?;z; x-? 
The values of 
aaN,e! 
can be obtained from tables, such as 
H.E.Soperts in "Biometrika" X, where it is tabulated for 
a, o!) 0i - , 16 0 and for all integral ,X giving a figure 
in the sixth decimal place. In this example GL -_ L5- The remaining 
arithmetical work in fitting the curve is given in the following 
table: 




















A comparison with the observed values in the last column 
shows the fit to be quite as good as could be expected. 
§8. THE MEDIAN AND THE MODE. 
Although the Poisson limit function is usually considered 
only for discrete values of the argument' it is of interest to con- 
sider it from the point of view of continuous distributions and to 
establish approximate results for the position of the median and 
the mode. 
Let us take first of all the theoretical Poisson dis- 
tribution of a sample of 1000 from a population with mean equal 
to 4.5. This distribution is 
S 6 
(x) II 6-0 //3 /69 /90 /Y/ /41 1,Z 46 ,?3 io 4- / /oz 
The corresponding cumulative distribution is 
6 /o 
3 9/4 960 983 943 
X 
B 
o / 4 3 4 S- 





In order to find the median and the mode we shall have 
to consider that the data represent frequencies grouped about the 
given values of the argument, so that the abscissa of each value 
of the cumulative table is really .5 ahead of the abscissa of the 
corresponding class. If we apply the Bessel interpolation formula 
to values in the following table, taken from the cumulative dis- 
tribution, with origin at .JG= 
X) 42- 
S.6 X543 2/ 
1.32) /90 - 
g,- 6-3 3 -/ 
/ y/ 
16. 
then for the median we have, 
z 
Grp = 4- t/ 90 x ,- .4! / 
so that the median is at .z 43 approximately. A similar 
interpolation using the frequencies in the classes 4,`. 
gives as the approximate position of the mode, -lc- I-. Thus the 
distances between the mean and median, and the median and mode are 
approximately in the ratio /: , a result which may be compared 
with the similar one for distributions not deviating greatly from 
the normal distribution. 
Considered generally, the result that the median is 
approximately given by - h - A) can be derived from a very 
interesting result due to Ramanujan (15), that 
/t f- XZ71- z 
AU 
where & 3 /- `3 6-XH,A) and - lies between 84.5' and 2/AI) 
depending on the magnitude of )t. Thus, in the case of Poisson 
frequencies, for a distribution with mean a/, we have approximately, 
neglecting the correction involving /e , 
074- R-'tQtt «' c { ± ) aloPfrek 
a result which gives the approximate position of the median. If 
the whole of the last term 1/4i! were taken, the median would be 
at / t .S but since it is only 1/3 of this term) we have by pro- 
portional parts that the abscissa of the median is approximately 
cZ IA -48 or - A. 
The following table shows the corresponding values of 
eand of the approximation it 




o , for 
It will be seen that the absolute magnitude of 
the error increases? but relatively it decreases. 
/0 
u'' /4-90d- 4DS/ S i/o/3 
6-4.y.5-1/41S90 404-P/ woos :/ 
In order to obtain a general result for the mode, it will 
be necessary to find the maximum value of e q/GLX /rrxt/l , 
substituting, /) for 21 since now we are considering . 
as varying continuously. Differentiating logarithmically,we see 
that the mode is given by the value of.X which makes 
e' - w 1 1 i<xti) 
zero. V've now make use of the formula (13.p.61) for /'pr/ 
in terms of the central differences of --/A) , namely 
Ali (,f /) _ - L 4- 3 áß7- 
x .r4 6;/-0 
which has the remainder term 
r 5> 
,?- r(wre7)l 
wheres lies between the greatest and least values of )fused in 
forming the difference table to get as far as óßr 
> 
--, 
If now we put l / ti'1) for i(?W/j , and take only 
the first term of the above formula,we have, since 
s ky recti hi3/(Nva) -if9 k;tiA 4r9(X7"/A ), 
lerxti) -= le3(xt/h 
18. d 
with a remainder term ß¡x3 % 4/49"&"/".-,.<-2(*) which 
even for moderate ..ï! soon becomes small. Hence finally, we have 
for the abscissa of the mode X , /b. Combining these, we have 
the general result for Poisson distributions that the distances 
between the mean and median and the median and mode are in the 
approximate ratio of 1/.' , 
§9. THE POISSON LIMIT OF A MULTINOMIAL. 
The form of the Poisson function given in §6 was derived 
by considering the limiting form of samples of / from what were 
essentially populations of a binomial nature. If we now consider 
populations where the character involved can assume a greater range 
of values than merely 0 and 1, that is, populations of a multinomial 
character, where the probabilities of non -zero values are of the 
small order postulated for the Poisson limit, we obtain quite a 
different form of the limit function. 
Let us consider first the case where the character may 
assume the values 0,1) ?, ,e, with probabilities p,, /) ,p 
then the frequency generating function of samples of N from such a 
population is 
(Po 
where he f p, t- p /- - -- t/ _ / and p, ,A, - p.e , are of such 
an order that /(p,, Npa /%per all remain finite, equal to 
q'erk) )0//e/ say, when N becomes large, so that the frequency 
generating function will in the limit have the form 
a/ (t -lj f ctt (t_ /»- t ( ) 
19. 
The coefficient of ' in this will give the relative frequency of 
a value -of the argument, in any type of population of this kind 
that one wishes to consider. In the case of a trinomial population, 
the frequency function is 
- (q, Y-Ra) 9C X - 
Q ? 
X- 4 . z 
C.í 
6Y--.2)! X dird! ./' 
If, instead of as above, we suppose that the variable 
can assume the values D, ì/A .?/4 ).EA/ we have as frequency 
generating function of samples of /i from such a population t 41 
p,t4t- pt2/Nf 1- la, te 
/, 4/rv_ N or, ... / ( t l ) f- t [14- r 
This will have the factorial m.g.f. 
t 
/ p 74/ (114,--1,) t J t 
1 
oe. -4/,y -Viv("tifi-l) 
Now on the assumption that /b/'' r/N is of order . / /Y, equal 
to ?nod 4/. say, so pr, /IN (t/A/-0 is of order //4/, equal 
to 47(2)'4/ say, and so on, we have as the limiting form of the 
factorial m.g.f. 
/''(i ) '264' P/ °ar 
In the particular case where /79w- /hp) _ - that is 
20. 
the factorial moments of the probabilities are all equal, the 
factorial m.g.f. takes the form 
o61-/ 
r(gä-lJ -p-) The .6 
e - c 
whence by equating this to the general form of the factorial m.g.f. 
and solving, we obtain the frequency function 
r_r -rh rx i' XI Xe rT X/ T 
-ltiif/) 
e mñ/fn,e .r/ me_x,,, 
>C/ L 
 3 _ " 4,J. 
function established in §6 Thus it is seen that the Poisson 
is not based on the same generality of assumptions as the normal 
function. As usually derived (16) the Poisson Vt function gives 
the distribution of a variable based on the assumption that it is 
compounded of a large number of elementary increments, each following 
a binomial distribution, that is, having the possible values Don / , 
and with the probability of obtaining the value unity, of the small 
order postulated above. 
.§1o. THE DISTRIBUTION AND FACTORIAL MOMENTS OF m ZN SAMPLES. 
In this paragraph we shall investigate the distribution 
and the factorial m.g.f. of the first factorial moment 4»C!) , as 
computed from samples of 4 drawn from an infinite Poisson universe. 
The universe or population being typified by a frequency 
generating function 
aft-0 
the frequency generating function 
of samples of /F' is, by compound probability, 




This is the distribution of (c,' f 'ÇA/ ) , or N417( 
Hence the distribution of Ah(/) is obtained by altering the scale 
of measurement in (10.1) in the ratio '/ / , that is, we must 
replace t by t' , Thus the distribution of lid) is given by 
'(10.2). 
From this we learn at once that the relative frequency, or pro- 
bability, of a value. X. for 070) is given by 
- JYI.ü X (YX, 
1 J 
Further substituting for tin (10.2) we derive 
the factorial m.g.f. of h9()) in samples of /V as 
-4Ya. Na ( /fil)/iN 
6 
The first factorial moment of this sample distribution, 
which we may denote by Po), is the coefficient of 3 in the 
expansion of this and is seen to be equal to '1i. Thus the expected, 
or mean value of the mean in samples of 4 , is no different from 
the mean of the infinite Poisson universe itself. 
The second factorial moment of the sample distribution 
differs from that of the universe, for the coefficient of Q 'f/44! 
in the generating function is 
22. 
Z Z E-Nc Na. Ñ(Ñ f 41: ñ - 
N 2z 
_ 'A/-lfNL(lVit4(3%f E % , 
= c e - Na, ' 'N .G N`` (,r t /a íl 
= a (q-0 f- a/N. 
For samples of one, that is single drawings, this gives the 
familiar result th o) 
In the same way the following results for the third 
and fourth factorial moments respectively, of this distribution 
may be obtained, 
e(Aía tSa(a -0/4/ f- ail; 
q -/ q -4,(Q .9 f 6 ç (g-04-4 ) 0- YQ (A -i) /'1/-4 /N( /N 1)> 
and 
which reduce to Q,3and a respectively when N -/ , as we should 
expect. Though the coefficients (1,1) , 1,3,1), and (1,6,7,1) are 
familiar as the divided "differences of zero ", the general formula 
does not appear to be simple. 
23. 
CHAPTER III. 
THE CHARLIER SERIES OF TYPE B. 
41l. DERIVATION OF THE TYPE B SERIES. 
The dominant part of the Charlier series of Type B is 
the Poisson limit function established in 46; but both the Poisson 
function and the Charlier series arise under more general conditions. 
Let the variable X be the resultant of )V fortuitous 
increments 2,C, where J the J r4 of these increments, may take 
any one ofi¡ values, each with a certain probability. The assumptions 
are that the elementary increments 21J may take the values 
; als o, that the probability of non -zero increments 
is of so small an order in %V, that if E /n( r) is the factorial 
moment of order rs of the elementary distribution, then 
Sm _ pJ is of order //4", 
LO' /)e 
A 
;-1), t, =Zj,( -' /N) pJ is of order /J/i , etc. 
For reasons of convenience that will appear later we write the 
elementary factorial m.g.f., namely, 
Pti 0/) f c' 
as 1470. )0( 
where k is of order /JN b3 of order / 14/3 , and so on. 
By compound probability the factorial m.g.f. of a 
variable which is the sum of independent variables is the product 
24. 
of the factorial m.g.f.'s of the several variables. Hence the 
factorial m.g.f. of X in the present case is 
, a 
FCx) C ,,_, f`( Ava.zt- b3ce3t- J 
z 
a°` 
( P-#3,101/-? j- B3 
where , - is the mean value of .3C, given by GZ - . my e) 
Reserving consideration of the question of the order in 
V of 8,4A0 - 
) 
we shall find what frequency function corresponds 
to the factorial m.g.f. F(a) as given above. When Nis large, 
GLoe 
the dominant term, it will appear, is the first term C If j 
is the frequency function corresponding to this, we shall have 
oQ 
6:t° - 11119(?"0)f, 
i.e. e e = ?0")(6`°0x 
whence T (X) e -Qa x / ,Tl 
which is Poisson's function given earlier. This is the usual form 
in which it is given. We ought, however, to take account here of 
the fact that,X , being compounded of elements which can assume 
the values 06 -?)N, - - - , can also assume fractional values, and 
so we adopt the more general form, 
1/ (x) tt ax1 /(xtl) pi >0). 
In order to obtain the more general frequency function 
which results from taking all the terms of ) , use is made of 
25. 
the result given in §5. This yields the more general frequency 
function, 
06x) (x) 
t _ x) t e 1 -,ß 3 
where J¡/&x) is the Poisson function found above. 
It remains to investigate the order inN of the co- 
efficients ,8r, where 
81)0(Zfejoe 
3-1 (/ f 434/9 ) 
Clearly 8r will be composed of terms like bh b 4 , where 
h 1 may take the integer values .0 3 4 , and where 
the sum of these indices h, k, - Ifisr. The order of each such 
term is evidently /)//i . Also, if the number of parts in such a 
partition of h is /n, the number of -part terms is th , which is 
of order h. This order is greatest when 4-)is greatest, in other 
words, the order of 4r is determined by the partition. of the integer 
rwhich has most parts. If r is even, equal to,d'S , such a parti- 
tion is made up of S _es; if r is odd of the form ,dS- -- / , the 
partition is of s -r <:`s and a singled', that is S -/ parts. It 
follows at once that the order both of 43,4,z_/ and of 8.?s is 1,14f , 
so that the Ws descend in order regularly in pairs (10), 8 being 
of order / Jiff, , 8 and d of order /020 and so on. This is why in 
fitting a curve of Type B it is advisable to stop after an even 
coefficient. 
l2. RELATIONS BETWEEN THE COEFFICIENTS AND FACTORIAL MOMENTS IN 
TYPE B. 
For the purpose of fitting a series of Type B to a given 
distribution it is necessary to know the relations (17) between 
the coefficients 1p and the factorial moments as computed from 
the distribution. 
26. 
These are found by considering the factorial m.g.f. found 
above. If in this we expand the exponential, remembering that C,, 
is the coefficient of of ', //'! , we derive the relations 
Irk') _ a, 
n7( 
A) 
_ e t-el 82) 
17)(3) = R.3 f/. 3!QiB, t e! es, 
a2 8.3./- 4a3, h (¢) = C1,4 
and generally, 
. ---'-a3-r!er. 
These expressions may be made formally complete by 
inserting after the first term in each case} ' a' S',, 3f ci4 
a/ Ie,, respectively, where 6e is zero. The last of 
0,-/)! 
these relations may then be written 
i)(t-J)- f_ 
If in this we take /),(sda s and S! 8s as s the variables, then 
by the application of a reciprocal result in matrices having 
binomial coefficients for elements, we may invert the relations, 
and so obtain 
r r _() /noi r) ! .v_ t- - - ,- F)G` mfr-/) f-f - !'' 4k qa 
or, i-./ 8r = m(/) _(r) r.1)A. t tC-Jr`10/r,oJ at' f-(. Jra` 
Since I'Y1 o) = a, , the last two terms may be combined into 
)r 1OK- 0 Q, r, The expression for 8k in terms of the factorial 
moments can be represented symbolically by 
B = (tmd _ r (12.1) r r, 
where ¿r ` )S is to be understood as (s) 
27. 
13. THE TYPE B. POLYNOMIALS. 
-4« iv, us expand formally On powers , ) E , where 
Crib 
X 
414/He is the factorial m.g.f. of the function 11. I 
Thus - aoc 
G ( 
;*:_f-Cx/(f-a0:/' 
/ E-) a,Y 4 /1/ / 3 
r..o 
=- ( 'it ci- P 1 4x) 4 f) ( Yafa /1 
4 ,,- n! A-0 e-,, 





fÚ7-?1 Cx ) 
!_ a, . n 
(n% ( h 
f- - -- 71- f h Gi ) 
(Xf /1 y (XJ _ - . (/3,)> 
fi! 
j X <X -r) - - - - in which h 
and h (X) 6(1.#23 -` (7) )
h . / 1 
is a polynomial in X of degree /7 
Now writing (13.1) in the form 
and 
644) _ B ha( hea1 
remembering the result found for factorial m.g.f. in 51 5, we 
thus obtain the formal expansion for iX), 
¡(x) _ 2,*) '`'- y/(x) /-8 ,ß ®2 y/) f 
where 11'/X/ and the coefficient 8/1 is given by (13.2) . 
A sufficient condition for the uniform convergence of 
this expansion has been given (4.p.110) and is that 
n GL ,j,,r- ¡ / where / , .' h 
00 28. 
and fl7 - 0e24 that is, /9,0 is the n moment of /X). 
The expansion thus obtained is the Charlier Type B. 
expansion for a given function, /14) , in terms of the successive 
receding differences of the Poisson exponents function. The 
polynomials, )600 , which arise in this expansion have a part in 
the Type B. series (17, 18, 19) quite analogous to that of the 
Hermite polynomials in the Type A. series. 
From (13.2) and (13.3) we have the orthogonality 
relation that these polynomials fulfil, namely, 
.i/ar r-S , 
By the nature of their formation, or by a direct 
application of results of the finite difference calculus, one can 
easily show that 
= (-)S VlCxt 
which is the customary definition of the Type B. polynomial of 
order S . The orthogonality condition may now be written 
irrCx> `is Á> 1/1(x) o r s 
Hrtuar r s. 
Further properties of the Type B. polynomials are 
given below. 
From the definition of the polynomials we have 
-= atf,- 
or employing advancing differences, 
1=a /6(z) - 
-(13.4) (13.4 )
a result which is useful in computing the values of the polynomials. 
29. 
A further result that provides a partial check in 
computing these values is) r (vf-/) = - Kw 09' 
This follows at once when the right hand side is written out in 
r . full and we use the fact that (.str,/ 
Plr sJ _ (s) (rf í)LJ 
409 09- X I yito -6) 
(i -40- 
0, 
from the definition of the polynomials and using X ÿ!(x, -/ 
The polynomials have the generating function 
i6,149 1"/Ìyi 
and can be represented by the operational equation. 
(/'GL Y - C / 
(13.5) 
,(136) 
The results (13.5) and (13.6) may be compared with those corres- 
ponding for the Hermite polynomials which have the generating 
tz tx " %O4 
function 0, .6 and the operational forni ffrL -ti 
where L)= By such a comparison the appropriateness of the 
difference calculus and factorials for the Type B. series and that 
of the differential calculus and powers for the Type A, is evident. 
Using (13.5) we cari obtain an expression connecting the 
polynomials when .0 is referred to a new origin with those referred 
to the old origin. If the new origin is at -z =Q( then the generating 
function of the polynomials becomes 
-t- t )(-c( /fit -o( 
( /-f' á J /á ) or E L 2,J 
whence 
4-00 YY-x) t 
°(d %(!l ) 
l 
/qi .? a //¡ Y r 
as might also be proved by combining the Gregory -Newton interpolation 
30, 
formula with the result (13-4). 
By inverting the operational result (13.6), together 
frJ 
with (13.4),we have an expression for the factorial x in terms 
of the Type B. polynomials j,- = arl,.x>t-(;jr--(it -tJ, 
which may be compared with the corresponding result for c r in 
terms of Hermite polynomials, obtained similarly by inverting the 
operational expression for Hr(XJgiven above, 
/449 1- (I» k /4.414 tirfiz Mr_4(z) - 
If we differentiate (13.5) with respect to 17 then 
we have 
- t--))C ,f- e -t(/f))" tx/ tiH-7-l) a GZ h 
whence we obtain the recurrence relation 
-/6 Pd t ...IC A(,, 01-') = /6-/K 
i.e 
But by (13.4) 
A n.,, x) f h l -V-1ô. 
4/h(Xl - in lX 1li 
and making this substitution in the above formula we obtain an 
alternative form for the recurrence relation 
Knr `x -() 
Now (13.2) the expression for er) , the coefficient in 
the expansion of the function with factorial m.g.f. L ) may be 
written n 
h 47 (h ))i /í r!! 
where n9 is the Y factorial moment of the function rt-r. 
In 511 we obtained the factorial m.g.f. of the generalized Poisson 
function as /t64c +ksa 1- / so that substituting this 
31. 
for ,r ti we have at once, that the coefficients are connected 
with the factorial moments of the frequency distribution, by the 
relation 
_ro -r + t- - - . t < 1 r a P 
% ! (r -kg i ! r! 
the result that was established in 512. 
S14. THE TYPE B. SERIES AND THE TEXIS DISTRIBUTION. 
Consider samples of S each drawn from N different 
Bernoullian populations of such a kind that the probability of 
obtaining the value unity in the Yhisample, pr say, is small, of 
such an order that Sib),, remains finite for large values of S. 
Itis desired to find the effect that the varying probability has 
on the moments of the resulting distribution. 
The relative frequency of a value X, çß,4) , from the 
r4 of these populations will be given by the Type B. series.) 
so that 9b ,of) = `f'I- LX) t 82 (r). 7 Y-Ú1f 
where 3kr t,Y) = e -arq f x/x! and R1 _ SPY 
`?'his will have the factorial m.g.f. 
(/74- pr °0 S o r C 
Qt- a( H-414 <'4 t /, 
whence (r) /hR = s(r~ rz. 
ArPr 
2rß t qir 
If (Y) is the frequency distribution of these samples, 
then as a value -t is equally likely to be obtained from any one 
of them -I- ) _ (gI.YJtV3lrìt t yt.r. 
N 
so that L(x) will have the factorial m.g.f. 
K r o( / , q "-% S, (rJ 
( Y-_--i 
52. 
ip) being represented by a Type B. series, it will have a 
factorial m.g.f. of the form 
as az 
A comparison of the two forms of the factorial m.g.f. 
shows that the first factorial moment ofk), 
m = q = Ñ (a, t el4 t -HiN) = (p, tp, t 
*P/y) _ p, 
where O is the average of the varying probabilities. Similarly 
the second factorial moment 
N 
(r) 
m r (2) = Ñ 
,; (,' &2 ) 
= SYS /JPiZ. 
Assuming that the probability remains constant from sample to 
sample, with the value 'DI that is, that we are sampling from a 
Bernoullian population, then we would have 
= SAS -/) pz A_ 
- 
p)1 
The identity ¿ pr z = /Yjbz (r r =, 
gives at once that 
mP) 1)74g f- 34-1) 2- Q9,_p)2 
fr 
These results are of a similar character to those found 
in sampling from an ordinary Lexis population, namely, that the 
first factorial moment of the samples of the Lexian population is 
the same as that of the Bernoullian population in which the 
probability of a non -zero value is taken as the average of the 
varying probabilities of the Lexis population; while the second 
factorial moment exceeds that of the corresponding Bernoullian 
series by an amount proportional to the sum of the squared 
deviations from their mean value of the varying probabilities. 
33. 
§15. NUMERICAL PROCESS OF FITTING A SERIES OF TYPE B. 
A curve of Type B. is to be fitted to data given in W. 
Palin Elderton' s "Frequency Curves and `'Correlation" (2nd Ed). 
p.131. We shall take only one correction term, that involving 8,- 











3 V // /y s 
4 .g. 1 8 
g 4 2 
M _ /4'A = O.63/ } l a, D. 684 
and so = - 6 g4- (6a02) = O/43. 
The remaining arithmetical work in fitting the curve is 
















G S3,Zo //8/ //8/ //1I /d8 %3gCj /3s- 
/ 336i y4-'6 -43' to -16/ `f -,13./ cS / 4 t5":,- 
Z 1os9 -735 -S/p -y 4- - - ° .74 6_ d S 
3 0.4.3 1-9 -/Btp 3.(4 4'6 96- y 
4 .003.s . Se --4l /4S- 4'l ?-q 
kr 
, o oc q- / - ' -?. 
The values of r(x) =f dee:/41 are obtained from tables with 
863/. 
Columns (3) and (4) are formed by considering there to 
be zeros above in column (2) corresponding to negative values 
of .k. in ViPCJ 
Column (6) gives the graduated figures as obtained 
using ism correction term. A comparison with the original figures, 
given in (7) , shows that they form quite a reasonable fit. 
34. 
CHAPTER IV. 
THE TYPE B. CORRELATION FUNCTION. 
f16. THE POISSON CORRELATION FUNCTION. 
Let the following fourfold table represent the frequency 
distribution of a population involving two characters /q and C? 
which are not independent, 
PI PI 
so that p. andp2 represent the relative frequency of /i and 8 
respectively, and /01) p that of the absence of the characters. 
Owing to the existence of some degree of dependence between the 
characters the relative frequency4 will be different from Aw. 
The frequency generating function of the population will be 
or c2 ,- (e, 
-ct)gt vq, -et 1e Mg, 
/ tp (62'/) h (R-1) t'a 0-01-1). 
Hence the factorial m.g.f. of the population is 
at 154 f moo(; 
or 
and so that of samples of N is 
t c( N 
=/f /1//), at 4/p4 3 3 
f- *Pia t 4p4ß)Y4 t41%iN(a-p40.023 
- A'p,7013/4 1 -- Npiz :el.?! 
Let 4 = '?/ /Vpi = nia and 4/14t-104941 
then the assumption made as regards the quantities p1, p? and,4i 
is that they are of such an order that #10,074. and !rj remain 
35. 
finite for large values of N . Under these conditions the 
factorial m.g.f. may be written as 
M43 -"h ( oar i /N -an-oii // 42 
so that in the limiting case it takes the form 
/0,0( )-194. 4-%1 W 
In order to find the frequency function involved we have 
to solve the equation, 
e 4, 49 mt 1f 
a 3 O, V0740410/-49 
for the function cpp9 y). 
Now "bier/AA, c r:3 = ',Vit 01) -A) ?t/ 
so that picking out the coefficient of ( /fo() X(/tZ) on the left 
hand side)we have as the sought frequency function 
Ci(o/ ) = 
- (01,in4 Pi7-)f _ x 
(,),,,-,!).(m2 40. --j ,r! J/ (,14)! / 
V*, t»14 - J x - 
e 
Y=o (x i1' 
g17. EXPANSION OF G IN j1 A SERIES OF TYPE B. POLYNOMIALS. 
The above form of the frequency function is not particu- 
larly convenient to work with, so we seek another, analogous to 
the second form of the normal correlation function. 
If (16.1) is expanded as a power series in I then we 
have 
1/... MI De ha 3 zr- 2 or e g E 
Which by the result of _f5 is equivalent to 
(4'zs ii-Ux/ (1 lyt3/y 
Ir. 
/ r- x 
and N 44) I1 v(9) are the Type B polynomials appropriate to 
36. 
these functions respectively. Thus finally, assuming that the 
order of the summations may be interchanged, 
-ok -NJq y ,0(x,) = e "açE M.: (ì- ì.42)' / x! y! ! ! 
This could also be written in the operational form 





18. THE FACTORIAL MOMENTS OF THE DISTRIBUTION. 
The factorial m.g.f. as found above .is e 
so that if At,-,$) is the double factorial moment of order /n in 




M(,s s! 4' ^ Cra., C S_ try - - 
In particular we have 




X , 9 9O() = 
MR 
if 
These three moments can be computed directly from any 
given data and so the three parameters in the frequency function 
are completely determined; also, further factorial moments of 
the distribution can be obtained by summing the necessary terms 
of (18.1). 
and 
The distribution of X alone is obtained by summing (16.2) 
over all values of y and 
X( 
is thus given by 
(fi' - m 4-- 
(,'!I i / 
-M1 e 211 ) 
37. 
where, as found above, fl is the mean of the .XIS . Similarly 
-OA y 
the distribution of y alone is given by A / 9/ where Nib is 
the mean of the y'S , so that the totals 
in the correlation table are distributed 
exponential law, 
of the .X- and - arrays 
according to the Poisson 
§19. REGRESSION LINES. 
The mean oc corresponding to a fixed j= 
dente by .3CA , is given by 
= ..X0(,)//k)/ ?(th .X/1 
and 4426 A) 
so that 
which we shall 
h, ! /yj -++ ti,rh /) n, ( , 











Hence the locus of the means of the ACS corresponding to snty y 
is 
or 
_ - rh t /-0 
- 4-#17z)- 
Similarly the locus of the means of the 
X is given by 
ÿ mz 
corresponding to 
These lines may be regarded as the "regression lines" of the 
any 
JH. 
distribution although they will not, as in the case of normal 
correlation, given the most probable value of one variable corres- 
ponding to any value of the other. 
We may further extend the analogy and define a coefficient 
of correlation, e by 
r hj = m,, i ) p.// ?, ol i rm(o ' (, o) 
Since in the theoretical distribution being considered the totals 
of the dC- and 5- arrays form Poisson distributions, the variances 
of these are equal to the means of the distributions, so that 
the above result may be written, 
i 
/4/4) 
where",/ is the ordinary cross moment, .U/ #,o ) prz 
the variances of the X- and y- arrays, all three being calculated 
from the means of the distribution. This is just the definition 
of the Pearsonian coefficient of correlation. 
This definition can also be arrived at from another 
direction. In the case of Poisson correlation, the factor 
expressing the correlation involves the Type B. polynomials which 
contain the parameters h91 , and 117A, . In the series, on the 
other hand, that we took as representing the correlation in the 
case of variables distributed normally, the variables are 
normalized so that the parameter N is calculated in terms of 
absolute units. The true analogue in the normal case will there- 
fore be the series expression containing the parameter r and the 
Hermite polynomials when these are calculated with respect to 
z 
; Xz / 
Z and 
y f cq 
Since 
L 
gS (X,Gx) _(-5 d XL 
39. 
s Jis (X/Cr:d} 
the required form for normal correlation is 
/- /'° * AW,;ì y(9.6y) /-`27/2l /71-?(y65 //L - 
to which the form for Poisson correlation 
/ f hi 4(x, rn /).K, (9, "44 2- (x, 0,') (yó &7 
may be compared. 
From the nature of the Poisson function and the Type B. 
polynomials we are compelled to leave the parameters 17/ and 44?,, 
implicit, not being able to remove them by "normalizing " the 
variables on account of the factorial expressions involved. When 
we considered the parameter f normalized" so as to obtain its 
value in absolute units we arrive at the definition for the 
correlation coefficient given above. It is known that the 
Pearsonian coefficient can be applied to distributions other than 
the normal, though, then, its distribution is not always known. 
¢20. THE TYPE B. CORRELATION FUNCTION. 
The distribution given by (16.2), can be derived under 
more general conditions. We shall now consider *he samples of 
N to be formed by taking one individual from each of N 
different populations constituted similarly to the population 
taken in §16, that is,consisting of two correlated characters. If 
the parameters of the populations are /0 p,; c4.3 p_) p. 4.6H- 
;p6)9464) then the factorial m.g.f. of the samples of 
N, since the selections are from independent populations, is 
TT (1fPratPrß '4144 r -/ 
lt-Zptxf Epr':? _Tdro3 
- prps o z f 2: r Ps! $ J-,2 pr P-""" - 
where pp S =1 Z p1 z r i p> 
pf' Ps' ' ,f gpr'/ z -27/43 
40. 
Let 1 pt = MI) 2 pfr,' = MR, q,rve, Z-(dr-4/3 /,) = 09Ì 
which we assume all remain finite for large values of /Y. Thus 
the factorial m.g.f. may be written 
4,0e/1- Md/3 t A' 2 
e 74-- q, ,eo,.? !a2 
f./33,0 WIfÓ,7,,ciz,Qtßi,2 e'f'843$34 
)- 
where 82,1) and Qo,A are of order !/N the other parameters 
being of successively higher order. In the limiting case we, 
therefore, have the same factorial m.g.f. as in §l6, with a corres- 
ponding frequency function 910x' y). 
If we do not neglect the terms in 00 and ß4- ,and 
higher powers, then since O( is equivalent to the operation 
and /3 to 72.'y we shall have, as the frequency function, 
f = 9C4/.y) f eR,0. 9 y) teo. .2. z q4KVf ... 
where 4L(Xíy) has the form given by (16.2) . The function "y?1,N 
may be'called the correlation function of Type B. and compared 
with the Type A. correlation function (20), y 9v'y) * '9k,r ,-X4ir 
where A04-.4:3 and 
5P(A(0) 
is the normal correlation 
function in two variables. 
§21. THE PARAMETERS OF THE TYPE B. CORRELATION FUNCTION. 
From (20.1), the factorial m.g.f. of the Type B. corre- 
lation function, we can obtain the necessary relations for the 
41. 




is the factorial moment of 74epfiV 
in X and f in y 
For óso and 80,s we shall have expressions in /4p"/ 
, S) similar to (12-1). Thus 







, of order p 
l 177 640) - /%{/,0)?)) 
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4 - ",1,0/ MP) f- 1V4i MtOdj) 
POISSON CORRELATION FUNCTION IN THREE VARIABLES. 
An extension of the result found earlier can be made 
to the case where the population consists of three correlated 
characters h ß,C , the distribution of which may be represented 
diagrammatically by the following eightfold table. 
G 
G 
i- - -!-T-. .'!e -4-- 
b / a- 
42. 
f9 fi 
Let the relative frequency of /9 in the population be 
, that is (q,- /- c #ei'-9) (assuming total frequency is unity), and 
for the absence of be pi , and similarly 31-4 for 8, 
and p3, f-d for G. 
The frequency generating function of the population is 
therefore 
Ft BtC, te, Mß gCtCC4 ggC, 
from which, precisely as before, we obtain the factorial m.g.f. 
of samples of A() as 
Ar 
L/t p,cr f-A 3f PaYtCat -6)w34- (gt-4 zyt- Cc?"c / 027') 
Now let 4/p1=- m,, Ypt m2) /vib3 - PA'Si 
V -APA./ "N.? ) /r(ath -Papa) _ A(c +- pgAJ- /1/4/ 
q,yz/ 4/(a - a,pa 03) _ 1)764,3 ) concerning all of which 
we make the assumption that they remain finite as 4 becomes 
larger. In the limit the factorial m.g.f. takes the form, 
e 'kW* fit 
a t- n,,e 3 74-n7.47 Opt n,3, ¿- m,, T ' fir 
e 
The solution of this gives the frequency function 
5Pe/, y,aJ which can be represented in the operational form 
ttna ,g-0P)3) x y i 
Cam, f,, .) -(rQy .t ry/3 
where P4? a(f rh.?,3 ÍD f 073,, jot/it- 0144,3 4'3 Ji 
e, 3, r) = e 
43. 
It may also be expressed as a series involving the 
Type B. polynomials, when it becomes 
k 
z) - )1)0.)Y/1944'2)- X K Cx). 4 (y) - i!; 2) 1.29 i ma d ° i hi 
where / (i) = e 
hi' 
ni, X4r/, }l/ .NJ E 
Ma 
"IA lí'fi> = e ̂ 3 M,41.2! 
and K8, 67) is formed with respect to V') G%19 with 
respect to y y, and /6y(2) with respect to *4. 
Finally from the factorial m.g.f. we obtain the 
relations connecting the parameters ml) hZ) Jr»4a,3 with the 
factorial moments of the distribution. 
mz,s 
fff03 
, mn ä°,o) h3 _ n!(o,oll)) 
47(4),0) 
-' 
-09 P/4/ ) 
127(40, 0) 117(0) /J O) ) 
(0/60) m(oi0,l) 
- n2 l) r lo.o, (/,o.o)) 
.=: P2( ) - h7( ) "12P,0 47(10,619'/'7(60d) 
°,o,/) MP, 4q/ 
* .? h7(i,o.o) ' %,, O,/ M(4,0// 
where All sit) is the factorial moment of the frequency function 
(Y,ytz) 
in ,Z . 
of order y" in 2/1 , in y , ti sssRit 
i23. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE. 
As it was stated in the introduction, no statistical 
data of two correlated variables, each following the Poisson law 
of distribution, could be found. The following experiment, 
suggested by those of A.D.Darbishire (5) for normal correlation, 
was devised. 
The essential pLìrt of the experiment was the same as that 
44. 
by which the Poisson distribution in § 7 was obtained. It was 
repeated fifty times, thus giving in all 500 results. The distri- 
bution of these is given below. 
/ 
A/C ate.t. sao 343 
444 .° /s/ 
9/° cf4 g 
!o 1-1 
/ / / / 
From this we have 
MN1 
-ßsó _ 3 fi(2/ ' _ ,2I 
svo s47 
by which the values in the last column were obtained. For. some 
reason, connected possibly both with the nature of the marbles 
used and with the method of performing the experiment, the dis- 
tribution deviates from the expected Poisson distribution, particu- 
larly in the classes .mo=o X =/ , there being an excess in the 
class X / 
These 500 results were then grouped in pairs, that is, 
if N/, ¿r; ¿,- are three consecutive recordings of the original 
series, a new sequence was formed with terms like [utY, z7-/-14), 
and so on. This was taken to be the x - series. The u- series 
was obtained by shifting the x- sequence one place to the left, 
which thus gave a set of 500 pairs of terms, the components of 
each pair being of the form (/¡,fY v--/-k) 
The cL,v; W are uncorrelated, and are subject, theoretic- 
ally, to a Poisson Law of distribution with mean 5, and so with 
variance 5. Therefore we should expect to have 
z G-4 2 - Z = / 
r cx cy - ¿ 
_ 
C Xrt &)) 
s-Avre r, J, a,e,;,.elora+6a &-: 9;z 
45. 
Hence Y has the theoretical value r = c as might be expected. 
From these pairs of terras the following correlation 
;a010 wtA VfJutp.111G44. 1 
X 
o S3 Lo /S s' /63 Md.- 
6- o S 2/3 , 3 _ _o - o- 
.? /4 39 23 /2 1 89 /yS ..?SG mS 2s-0 , 
3 / y /it 4- 3 29 yy z6 / d-9 ply. 
4 / 3 / S 2o 80 S" 2o 
cS' i l ki-- AS .1 A o 
1.9 /63 z/,? 96. 29 (5- / 6-00 do 3 936 6-4 1- 673 
/ ' : _ , c.S` G 4 
e 4 2 /z 36o 20 80 zt 938 
yX 
99 ?/ 4 /G 
- 
/ C43 
R/iL .sr /3z by- S 4y3 
fr) ¡,,n _ =/ ooG 
71. = 93S` -/ o/ - 
sat) 
We also have 
Finally 
. ,í s- 2-- / ond p 
gb . 2 q /TV - r6 
6 Ys /,o/ _ 3¢ 
m(0,2 y. 
r -. m - o. 7;4 
That the distribution deviates from the theoretical 
Poisson form can be seen from the table itself and it is also 
brought out by the values of the variances and second factorial 
moments. 
46 . 
This deviation is no doubt largely due to the imperfect- 
ness of the original frequency distribution. It may also have 
another source. It is well known that the sum of two independent 
poisson distributions is a Poisson - this can be seen at once, for 
if e « l is the factorial m.g.f. of the first distribution, 
and E of the second, the factorial m.g.f. of the sum, when 
( , -QAt) of 
the components are independent, is f clearly a Poisson 
function. In our case, however, the X- and y- sequences are 
not really formed from independent distributions, as the consecutive 
terms in each sequence have a common element. It is not clear 
what will be the effect of this, but it may be that it introduces 
a further element tending to make the distributions more of the 
Type B. form. 
Regarding the correlation table given above as a 
contingency table we now construct, using the end totals, a 
further table which gives the distribution of frequency that would 
be expected if the variables were not correlated. 
r OE 6' 30 ME 
cS, 
PII' gm /L4 Z 
1.111- , INI6- 
It is formed in the usual way, the value in the class (V) for 
example, is obtained from ,?hX X/3 
d'D'D 
By the result (17.1) the effect of the correlation is 
expressed by the series 
it A *01 t (00 K4 (9) 
in the frequency function. Vie shall now find the value of this 
47. 
for the various classes and with these?we shall be able to con- 
struct a frequency distribution from the above table, that may be 
compared with that in the original correlation table. For this 
purpose we make use of the tables of Ky(X,) to be found in the 
appendix. In this case, we shall require the, table for CZ="/ 
as this is the value of the parameter in both sets of polynomials. 
Since "t99' 
- 'obi) we have here, theoretically 
F» = r , but as the data are not of the true Poisson form, these 
two values, when h is evaluated by the second definition given 
in Ç19, do not coincide. From the method by which the data were 
obtained the values of hlod) and *2010) must take the theoretical 
value unity no matter what disturbing conditions may exist, so that 
the first definition of the correlation coefficient given in §.l9 
fails to take account of any such disturbance as it contains only 
the first moments. Adopting, therefore, the second definition, 
the Pearsonian coefficient, which, as it contains the second 
moments, will take account of the 'skewness' of the data, we shall 
use the value 4 for the parameter. 
Thus for the class (0,0) the factor is 
/ 4 t (. 4) 
Z. 4 31- -- / 949. 
Take now the class 0)0, for which the factor will be 
the same as for (ì, o) from the symmetry; it is 
! - (.42-4 -_ (-54_13,z ,Z - ( 4) 4( ¢{ 
- / 
_ . 0 8 - .64 - o 0 3 ( nearly). 
= 89. 
48. 
'^or Odd) we have/ 
//- 6 )2 f (-1). t 1 49 f ° 
_ /-f f 043 f o/O (h(-49441) 
Similarly for AV) 40,C) we find the value as .54 
and for (,, /h(J4 as 1.04, 
When we apply these factors to the appropriate 
frequencies in the last table we obtain the following partial 
table which may be compared with the corresponding part of the 
correlation tab 
The figures in 























taking the value of the parameter in the correlation factor as 54. 
applied to the uncorrelated frequencies thus brings than into 
quite reasonable agreement with the observed correlated frequencies. 
The discrepancies in the classes (2,0) and (/, /) for the bracketed 
frequencies are undoubtedly a reflection of the discrepancies 
noted earlier, since the value 34 of the parameter does not take 
this deviation into account. 
As far as we have been able to ascertain the possibility 
of the existence of correlation between variables following a 
The factor 
4. 
Poisson Law of distribution has hitherto been denied. In a paper 
by Greiner (21. p.150) it is demonstrated that no correlation can 
exist between such variables. He obtains this result by consider- 
ing the limit, under Poisson conditions, of 
s 
5'2 
h- s, -SR 
s, ! s! (r, s,-s?)! p, 'p., (i- p -P ) 
which is 
- ti,, s, -104 s2 
ri1, C Ih3 
S, S/ 
This is evidently sampling from the specialized population whose 
frequency generating function is 
/ -p, -pA t/9, t, 4-P4í. 
or factorial m.g.f. /fp,oe t P?icg, 
which differs from the population we considered in the absence of 
the term 12.0(3 While it is true that the corresponding 
treatment of the above population under normal conditions yields 
the normal correlation function, analogies between the normal and 
Poisson cannot be pressed and converse theorems do not always 
hold. 
The data from the experiment discussed in this paragraph 
showed an effect due to correlation and the mathematical inter- 
pretation of it undoubtedly lay in a bracket factor involving 
the Type S. polynomials. 
50. 
- A P P E N D I X - 
I. Tables of Krk). 
b1. 
I. T.AB Ll. S OF Kr Cr) 
These tables cover the range of values that are likely 
to be required. A single page is devoted to each value of the 
parameter Gt, and CL, goes by steps of 1 from .5 to 1 and then by 
steps of .5 to 5. Intermediate values of G?/ can be interpolated 
for. The polynomials are tabulated up to the sixth order and 
for X ranging by units from .X=0 to Jr- /0 
The values were calculated using the relation (13.4). 
Owing to limitations in the capacity of the machine used, the 
values could not all be obtained to the same number of decimal 
places. They are given correct to the last figure tabulated. 
A partial check on the working was given from the 
relation p (Yf/) - -/Ç , (r) ; also occasional end -values 
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